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“Sometimes it falls on a generation to be 

great. You can be that great generation. 

Let your greatness blossom.”  

-Nelson Mandela
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MATERIAL FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS
This addendum to your curriculum uses the topic of sports - specifically soccer 
balls - as tangible talking points to impart the social justice principals of Fair Trade 
for secondary schools students (Jr. High and/or Sr. High, depending on the school 
district). This module has components for the subjects of Social Justice, Geogra-
phy, Physical Education, Technology, Social Studies, Language, and Art. 

Our students today are learning more than just facts and figures. 

They are learning principals of social justice in our classrooms and sports fields.

We’d love your feedback to make this Fair Trade addendum even better. Visit us at 
www.fairtradesports.com to log your constructive criticism to help us make the 
Fair Trade principals of social justice come alive for more of our students. Through 
the international sport of soccer, we can teach and model lessons focused on global 
solidarity and development. 

In the words of a wise person, “If you want peace, work for justice.”
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LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR YOUR STUDENTS

Knowledge: The production chain and process in sporting goods; Pakistan country profile in-

formation; the aims of Fair Trade; progress towards eliminating child labor in the manufacture of 

sporting goods. 

Understanding: the constraints faced by poor people in improving their economic position; the 

proven effectiveness of micro-credit in reducing poverty. 

Valuing: the lives and work of people who make the goods we use every day. 

Skills: Reasoning, research, debating, cooperation, literacy, survey-taking, statistical analysis.

Action: taking individual and group action to change buying behavior. 

SUGGESTED MAJOR ASSESSMENT PIECE FOR STUDENTS

Working in groups, students prepare a written report OR produce a videotape of their presenta-

tion to the school’s Athletic Director on why the school should purchase certified Fair Trade 

balls instead of their current brand name balls.

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

This Fair Trade FAQ section is included to help teachers understand the key concepts of Fair 

Trade and to feel confident to answer students’ questions. 

1. What is Fair Trade and what is it trying to achieve?

For producers and their communities: Fair Trade reduces poverty by giving producers a more 

reliable income and other benefits, while they learn to improve their management skills and seek 

new markets. Fair Trade aims to pay producers a fair price (in the local context); with equal pay 

for equal work by men and women, and ensuring a safe and healthy working environment.  Fair 

Trade works towards eliminating child labor, whilst ensuring that children who, for various rea-
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sons, must still work in production are able to meet their rights for health, security, education 

and play.

For consumers: Fair Trade organizations helps cus-

tomers to make informed, ethical consumer choices 

by providing information about the organization, the 

products and the conditions they were made.

2.  What is the Fair Trade Premium?

This is a percentage of the retail cost of the item that 

is paid to the producer and his/her commu-

nity in the form of higher wages and commu-

nity services such as preschool and health 

services. In the case of certified Fair Trade 

soccer balls, the premium is 25% of the retail 

price. This ranges from a few cents to a few 

dollars on a top-of-the-range ball.

3.  Why doesn’t the premium make the 

balls more expensive? 

Because Fair Trade companies deal directly 

with the producers. Most goods sold in North American retail shops 

are the result of orders passed along a supply chain that involves a 

number of ‘middle-men’(contractors and sub-contractors). Each 

person who handles the order gets a percentage of the price of the 

finished goods. By eliminating sub-contracting stages, Fair Trade 

companies are able to keep the cost of the finished goods comparable with non-Fair Trade 

goods, even while returning more of the money to the producers.

4.  What are the effects of poverty?

Low income has immediate effects on a family: for example in the decision about whether to send 

a child to school or out to work. Similarly, if there is only enough money for one child to go to 

school, should a boy or a girl be chosen? Poverty determines whether there is money to take a 
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sick family member to a doctor or hospital. Countries where many people live below the poverty 

line also have a limited tax base and their governments are correspondingly limited in providing 

schools, teachers and hospitals for their population.

5.  How widespread is poverty in Pakistan?

Around 32% of the population live below the poverty line: that is, on less than US$2 per day. 

Formal employment can be hard to find. As many as 35% of the population still work in agricul-

tural or fishing (mainly in rural areas), while a further 16% work in craft and related industries. 

(Source: Distribution of Employed Persons by Major Occupation Groups; 2003-4; Handbook of 

Statistics on Pakistan Economy 2005; State Bank of Pakistan).  

Under-employment is also very common, affecting up to 14% of the working population. (Under-

employment is variously defined as not working enough hours to earn a living wage even though 

you would like to work more, or working less than the 35 hours per week commonly accepted as 

‘full-time’). Many men choose to work in Saudi Arabia or the Gulf States (cleaning or construc-

tion work are common) to earn money to send back to their families.  They may do this kind of 

contract work for up to five years at a time.

Bono (the lead singer of U2, in case you’ve been living in a cave) has some interesting thoughts 

on  our interaction with people in extreme poverty: "God is in the slums, in the cardboard boxes 

where the poor play house… God is in the silence of a mother who has infected her child with a 

virus that will end both their lives… God is in the cries heard under the rubble of war… God is in 

the debris of wasted opportunity and lives, and God is with us if we are with them."

6.  What’s the best route out of poverty, and how does Fair Trade contribute to this? 

While earning a higher income has obvious benefits, it’s the use of the Fair Trade premium to 

provide a “micro-credit” fund that is perhaps the most exciting feature.  Poor people are some-

times characterised as ‘lazy’ or lacking the entrepreneurial spirit. On the contrary, most people 

who eke out a living in the ‘informal economy’ work long hours and have considerable entrepre-

neurial skill. What they actually lack is capital: the money to start or expand a business, and the 

ability to borrow money at reasonable rates of interest. Banks have traditionally regarded poor 

people as ‘risky’ borrowers because they have no collateral to offer in the event of inability to re-

pay their loans.
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Some 25 years ago, a new type of banking was born. Under this 

model, borrowers form groups of about 10 individuals. One or two 

members are chosen to borrow small sums and are helped by the 

whole group to make repayments if, for example, they are sick for a 

few days and cannot work. Once the first group members have re-

paid their loans, they can borrow larger sums, and other members of 

the group can also begin to borrow. 

Under this model of lending, pioneered by the Grameen (‘village’) 

bank in Bangladesh, clients of the bank also become shareholders in 

the bank, giving them a direct share in the business of the bank. 

Women, in particular, have proved to be excellent micro-credit 

borrowers: repaying their loans reliably while using the extra family 

income for purposes such as sending children to school and provid-

ing more nutritious foods for the family.

The premium paid for Fair Trade balls includes a proportion which 

goes towards setting up a revolving loan facility for community 

members. 

7.  Is child labor still used in the production of sporting goods?

In the past, children often helped their families sew balls. In the last 

ten years, the “Sialkot Initiative” (also sometimes called the “At-

lanta Agreement”) has seen a huge effort to reduce the number of 

children employed as ball stitchers in Pakistan. Fair Trade also 

helps, by ensuring that workers are paid properly, so that children 

do not have to help their parents earn a living wage.  

8. What is The Sialkot Initiative?

The lead-up to the 1994 World Cup (soccer) put the spotlight on 

child labor in the soccer stitching industry. Children were favored in 

the stitching of soccer balls because they were cheaper, less likely to 

demand better working conditions and because of their manual dex-

terity. In 1997, the Atlanta Agreement was signed and the Project to 
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Eliminate Child Labor in the Soccer Ball Industry in Pakistan was established identify and re-

move children from work in the industry; to provide them with education, to change community 

and family attitudes to child labor; and to involve all parties, including government, international 

companies, UNICEF, the ILO and Save The Children, in the effort to wipe out child labor.

The Federation Internationale de Soccer Association (FIFA) and the Sporting Goods Manufac-

turer’s Association of the USA were also involved. Under the Agreement, international sporting 

goods brands agreed to source balls made in Pakistan only from manufacturers who had made a 

commitment not to employ children.

Registered stitching centers were monitored, initially by the ILO and later by IMAC (Inde-

pendent Monitoring Association for Child Labor) from March 2003. Today, the vast majority of 

children involved in the Project no longer work full-time in soccer stitching and many are attend-

ing school.

Multinational corporations such as Nike and Adidas were among those who came under intense 

pressure from NGOs (non-government organizations) and consumers. In 2006, Nike ended its 

association with Saga Sports, a Pakistani sporting goods manufacturer, for allegedly breaking its 

code of conduct on children’s and workers’ rights by paying part-time workers outside the offi-

cial production centers on a per-ball basis. At the time Saga was supplying 15,000 to 25,000 

balls per day to Nike (about 6 million balls a year: out of Pakistan’s annual production of around 

40 million balls.) Nike has now signed a new contract with Silver Star Group. The new contract 

prohibits use of part-time works paid piece work rates per ball without access to health care and 

other benefits.* Nike’s actions demonstrate that international scrutiny and consumer pressure 

for ethical behavior can bring about change, even in very large transnational corporations. How-

ever, even in registered, monitored stitching centers, rates of pay remain extremely low. This is 

the issue addressed by Fair Trade. 

* Source: Syed Fazl-e-Haider, Asia Times May 31st 2007.

9. By buying certified Fair Trade product, can we be sure that all the ethical issues have 

been addressed?

Yes. Fair Trade’s premise is that the key to eliminating child labor is to ensure that workers are 

paid properly. No parent would want children to work if there was an alternative. In addition to 

decent wages, all workers receive free medical care. The credit program also helps pay for village 
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infrastructure such as irrigation projects and shops and provides a fund for school exercise 

books. Work centers are regularly inspected, and remain small enough to ensure that the work 

remains in employment.

VALUING PEOPLE’S LIVES AND WORK

After reading the material on the Fair Trade Sports blog (www.fairtradesports.com), the Coop 

America website (www.coopamerica.org), and doing their own independent research, students 

should complete the accompanying photo-based “Fair Trade Students - My Thoughts” exercise. 

This exercise compares feelings of ball owners versus feelings of ball stitchers. The poster could 

be used as basis of class discussion or to produce a display poster.

TAKING ACTION, INITIATING CHANGE 

Taking action is an essential part of the learning process. All students should be encouraged to 

take action at the individual level and, working in groups and at an age-appropriate level, on the 

school or community stage. Suggested action components:
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1. As a class: debate the myth that “Only governments can change things. Students our age 

can’t do much.”

2. Personal action: students decide to ask for or buy an eco-certified Fair Trade ball next time 

they need a new sports ball.

3. Assign 1-3 students to each of the social justice principles. Ask students to research and to 

point to practical ways in which each principle is played out in society, including stories and 

current events. Take one class session and have each group give their report. For example, 

the group given the principle of “Rights and Responsibilities” could do a presentation on the 

recent presidential election and ask people why they voted and how they view that right. That 

could be contrasted with people in other nations who are prevented from voting for political 

reasons.

4. As a school: student groups can: 

Identify who makes purchasing decisions for sporting goods at the school.

Target this person with presentation on buying certified Fair Trade products. Things 

to mention: that the balls are of equivalent quality/price but bring benefits to the 

producer and community, as well as help reduce the incidence of child labor. Ask 

that the school buy eco-certified Fair Trade balls next time.

Other possible actions: Do a school-wide petition for the Athletic Director; a 

community-wide petition for the local sports league directors; approach local sports 

store to stock eco-certified Fair Trade balls if school students promise to buy them.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

1. BBC news article, “How Fair is Fair Trade?” 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/6426417.stm

Background: Some critics claim that Fair Trade is really about getting developing world farmers 

to accept their lot: or at best, a little bit more than their lot. They claim that the movement 

doesn’t address issues of mechanization and industrialization: radical changes that might allow 

producers to stop doing the back-breaking work and break out of the poverty cycle. Other critics 
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claim that fair trade can be a trap for farmers: tying them into a relationship of dependence with 

charity-minded shoppers in the West.

Student activity: Using all the resources listed below, students should gather facts that support 

or refute this point of view. Students could then write an essay or make a Powerpoint presenta-

tion which should include material that supports both points of view as well as their own conclu-

sions. Students should be sure to document the source of any statistical information included.

2. Understanding how micro-credit empowers people financially.

Mother Teresa explained, "We must express love in concrete, living ways."

In 2006 Professor Muhammad Yunus was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize as the ‘inventor’ of 

micro-credit. Using the video or text of his acceptance speech, as well as other resources listed 

below, students could prepare a report or Powerpoint on micro-credit. Students should be en-

couraged to focus on a female perspective for this task, considering: why do women work as ball 

stitchers? What are the limiting factors in their lives? What advantages does stitching balls for a 

living have? What disadvantages? How does the Fair Trade premium help? 

Suggest some businesses these women might be able to do. Ask students to prepare a ‘business 

plan’ listing all resources that would be needed to start up one of these businesses.

3.    Further action: Changing the community.

President Barak Obama said, “This is the moment when we must build on the wealth that open 

markets have created, and share its benefits more equitably. Trade has been a cornerstone of our 

growth and global development. But we will not be able to sustain this growth if it favors the few, 

and not the many. Together, we must forge trade that truly rewards the work that creates wealth, 

with meaningful protections for our people and our planet. This is the moment for trade that is 

free and fair for all.”

Students could carry out a survey in their local sporting goods store. After making an appoint-

ment with the manager for a fifteen minute interview at a convenient time, students could ask the 

survey questions below (or better, ones they come up with). At the end of the interview, students 

should report their findings back to the class for discussion.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. Which brands of balls do you stock?

2. Where are they made/do they come from?

3. Where do you order them from?

4. Do you have any ‘house’ brands, and if so, your suppliers? Do you have any direct or in-

direct contact with the actual producers of the balls?

5. What is the profit margin you add to the balls in the shop?

6. Have you ever heard of Fair Trade Sports’ Respect brand of sports balls?

7. Would you consider stocking Fair Trade Sports balls?  If not, why not?
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LINKS

BBC article “How Fair is Fair Trade?” by 

Brendan O’Neill, 7/3/07. 

news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/6426417.stm

The Sialkot Initiative

wfsgi.org/pages/committees/csr/sialkot/Sial

kot_Initiative.pdf

Working Children Worldwide: Child Labor 

and Globalization. Save The Children. 2004

publications.oxfam.org.uk/oxfam/display.as

p?K=00290131&TAG=&CID=

ILO/IPEC website Combating Child Labor 

in Pakistan

ipec-pakistan.org/ipec/

Oxfam and the Make Trade Fair campaign 

maketradefair.com/en/index.htm

What is a Fair Trade town? 

fairtradetownsusa.org/ 

Make Poverty History  

makepovertyhistory.org

Video and transcript of Muhammad Yunus 

accepting the Nobel Peace Prize of 2006

nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates

/2006/yunus-lecture.html

Nike Bounces Back In Pakistan by Syed Fazl-

e-Haider

atimes.com/atimes/South_Asia/IE31Df02.ht

ml

UNICEF Rights of the Child

unicef.org/crc/

On micro-credit

 kiva.org
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